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Summary

Soil nailing is a relatively new geotechnical design method for the stabilization of soil

slopes. The soil requires some cohesion in order to apply the method. Also, a further

requirement is that the ground water table must be below the level of construction.

In every type of geotechnical design, it is important to understand the sensitivity

of variables in the design. Few studies have been conducted on soil nailing design.

Local sensitivity analysis have been conducted for idealized, homogeneous natural

slopes. These evaluate and rank the sensitivity of the intrinsic soil properties, such as

cohesion, unit weight and internal friction angle, with respect to the global factor of

safety.

This thesis presents a global sensitivity analysis of a soil nailing design. Monte

Carlo simulations were conducted on the Bishop’s Simplified limit equilibrium method

with 700 iterations for each case. It was implemented in the Python programming

language. Three types of sandy materials were evaluated at three slope angles. For

every scenario, the simulation was run twice – with a random value chosen from a

normally distributed range and from an evenly distributed range.

The two approaches to randomness yielded the same results. Moreover, the sim-

ulations showed the same order of sensitivity as previous studies, which applied local

sensitivity analysis for natural slopes; the internal friction angle is the most sensitive

parameter, while cohesion and unit weight is less sensitive. This holds true for all of

the evaluated soil materials and slope angles.





Sammendrag

Jordnagling er en relativ ny metode for anvendelse i geoteknisk design av skr̊aningsstabil-

itet. For å kunne anvende metoden er det viktig at jordarten har en viss kohesjon og

at grunnvannsniv̊aet st̊ar under konstruksjonen.

Det er viktig å forst̊a sensitiviteten til variablene i enhver form av geoteknisk

design. F̊a studier har blitt gjort p̊a jordnaglingsdesign.

Lokale sensitivitetsanalyser har blitt utført p̊a idealiserte, homogene skr̊aninger.

Disse evaluerer og rangerer sensitiviteten til iboende jordparametere, s̊a som kohesjon,

tyngdetetthet og friksjonsvinkelen, med respekt til den globale sikkerhetsfaktoren.

Denne masteroppgaven presenterer en global sensitivitetsanalyse av en jordnaglings-

design. Monte Carlo simuleringer ble gjenomført p̊a Bishop’s Simplifiserte metode

med 700 iterasjoner for hvert tilfelle. Det ble implementert i programmeringsspr̊aket

Python. Tre sandige jordarter ble evaluert for tre helninger. Simuleringen ble kjørt to

ganger for hvert enkelt scenario. I det ene tilfellet ble parameterverdiene valgt tilfeldig

fra en normalfordelt distribusjon, mens i det andre tilfellet ble verdiene valgt tilfeldig

fra en gjevnt fordelt distribusjon.

De to tilnærmingene til tilfeldig utvelgelse av parameterverdier gav likt resultat.

Videre viste simuleringene tilsvarende rangering og grad av sensitivitet som tidligere

studier, der lokale sensitivitetsanalyser ble gjennomført for naturlige skr̊aninger; frik-

sjonsvinkelen er den mest sensitive jordparameteren, mens kohesjon og tyngdetettheten

er mindre sensitiv. Dette gjelder for alle evaluerte jordmaterialer og helninger.
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1
Introduction

Field investigation is a vital and expensive part of geotechnics that includes uncertain-

ties: e.g. attached to the type of coring, the location of the coring, and the subsequent

lab analysis. The geotechnical engineer would want to make enough investigations to

feel content with the geotechnical uncertainties of the project. The client, however, is

oftentimes more concerned with the costs of the investigations. Therefore, the geotech-

nical engineer often needs to do tough prioritization in terms of what to investigate.

Some of the necessary soil parameters in question are sometimes simply found from

tables or picked on the basis of experience. To do so, it is important to understand

the influence each of the parameters have on the design.

Soil nailing is a relatively new method for stabilizing slopes; it is a cheap method

that can be utilized with in-situ soil. It can be used to stabilize soil in new construction

or where there it is existing structures – buildings or infrastructure – behind the

wall. It is of utmost importance to understand the sensitivity of soil parameters

that are applied in a soil nailing design. The obtained parameter values from the

field investigation are subject to inaccuracy in the sampling method and subsequent

uncertainties that are attached to the choice of laboratorium method. Therefore, great

care must be taken to give viable values for the most critical parameters, while for less

sensitive parameters the amount of effort or money that goes into estimating a precise

value could be less.

Although there are sensitivity analysis on soil parameters for natural slopes, the

author is only aware of a finite element method (FEM) analysis by Mohamed (2010)

on the sensitivity of the friction angle in a soil nailing design. Moreover, the studies

only conducted local sensitivity analysis.

1.1. Aim

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the sensitivity of geotechnical parameters with

respect to a soil nailing design for three materials that are likely candidates for a soil
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1.2 Outline

nailing design: well sorted sand, poorly sorted sand and clayey sand. Also, the effect

of slope angle is checked by using three cases: 90◦, 70◦ and 60◦. The global sensitivity

of the internal friction angle, cohesion and dry unit weight is evaluated. The goal is to

determine which of these parameters that are most sensitive. Soil nailing constructions

are modeled in the programming language Python and the slope stability was evaluated

with Bishop’s Simplified method (BS). Monte Carlo simulations were run for each of

the slope angles and soil materials.

1.2. Outline

This thesis consists of six chapters. As a basis for the following results, discussion, and

conclusion, Chapter 2 provides a background for the results and discussion chapters.

Chapter 3 outlines the applied methodology. In Chapter 4, the key findings in the

results are presented. The discussion in Chapter 5 expands on the key results by

putting it into contexts with the existing literature. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the

findings.

There are two appendices. The first appendix outlines the Python code, which is

the basis for the thesis work. The second appendix reports the remaining results that

were excluded from Chapter 4.

2



2
Literature Review

2.1. Introduction

Soil nailing is an in situ ground reinforcement method that can be used to improve

slope stability by increasing the shear strength of the system (Bruce and Jewell, 1986).

The nails – normally slender steel elements – anchor the active zone, i.e. the unstable

zone, to the passive zone, i.e. the stable zone (Zhou and Yin, 2008). It can be

applied in excavation support, slope reinforcement, slope stabilization, and retaining

wall repair (Xanthakos et al., 1994). The main differences between a soil nail and an

anchor is that the former comes without prestressing, whereas the latter is prestressed;

deformation must occur in the soil for the tensile forces in the nail to be mobilized.

Another key difference is that soil nails are grouted along their whole length, whereas

anchors are only grouted along part of their length (Rüegger, 2011).

A soil nailing design can be cost effective when compared to retaining methods

that require soil excavation. Lazarte et al. (2003) reports that soil nailing can reduce

the expenditure by 10 % to 30 % on U.S. highways when compared to other methods.

Pioneering work on soil nailing was conducted in France and Germany in the

70’s with large scale, long-term R&D projects by Gässler (1987); Stocker et al. (1979)

and the French state runned Clouterre (Plumelle and Schlosser, 1991). The French

work was translated into English by FHWA (1993). Initially, soil nailing was used

for new constructions, but it was subsequently extended to improvements of existing

structures (Schwing, 1991).

2.2. Advantages and Limitations

Soil nailing is an increasingly attractive method. Table 2.1 summarizes the advantages

and disadvantages of the method. A soil nailing design has the following advantages:

3



2.2 Advantages and Limitations

- Economy: Quick and cheap compared to other retaining wall methods (Vaslestad,

2002; Lazarte et al., 2003)

- Short construction time: installation is coupled with the excavation (Vaslestad,

2002; Comforth, 2005)

- Flexible: the installation equipment requires little space and can be executed at

sites with little space. Also, it can be used in combination with other retaining wall

systems, such as tie-back- and skill wall (Comforth, 2005; Vaslestad, 2002)

- Environmentally friendly: it yields little vibration and noise (Vaslestad, 2002)

- Active design: changes in the design (nail length and spacing) can be done in

cases where unforeseen factors are discovered upon installation (Vaslestad, 2002)

- Marginal deformations: measurements shows that the horizontal- and vertical

displacements are in the range 0.1 % to 0.4 % of the construction height (Vaslestad,

2002)

There are some limitations of soil nailing; these are related to its insitu nature. The

method requires some cohesion to stay intact during the excavation phase (Vaslestad,

2002). Moreover, granular soils with little or no fines may be inable to stay unsupported

when the moisture level is less than about 2% (Lazarte et al., 2003). Larger intervals of

excavation heights led to collapse (Vaslestad, 2002). Table 2.2 summarizes the expected

vertical excavation height that Gässler (1991) found to be the limit for varying soils.

Furthermore, it requires that the soil has friction, which is not the case in soft clay

(Vaslestad, 2002).

Drainage is required behind the facing. However, reliable drainage systems –

that work throughout the designed lifetime of the construction – are difficult to con-

struct (Xanthakos et al., 1994). Also, the method should be avoided at sites where

Table 2.1. Advantages and disadvantages of a soil nailing design

Advantages Disadvantages

Economical Requires some cohesion

Fast construction Groundwater must be absent

Flexible system Granular soils require >2 % moisture level

Environmental friendly Requires friction (absent in soft clay)

Contemporary changes are possible

Marginal deformation
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2. Literature Review

Table 2.2. Maximum vertical excavation depths for
different soils. Adopted by Vaslestad (2002) from Gässler
(1991)

Soil type Vertical excavation depth (m)

Sandy gravel 0.5–1.5

Sand 1.2–1.5

Silt 1.2–2.0

Firm clay 1.5–2.5

the groundwater level can not be leveraged to beneath the construction toe, since it

can affect the stability of the following: temporarily unsupported cuts, soil strength

and bond strength, corrosion potential, pressure on the facing, drillhole stability, and

grouting procedures. It can have severe consequences for a soil nailing wall if the

groundwater level is significantly underestimated (Lazarte et al., 2003). Moreover,

isolation must be used for installations that are constructed in areas that experience

frost action (Vaslestad, 2002). Finally, the contractors must be experienced with this

type of construction (Lazarte et al., 2003).

2.3. Constitutive Elements

The soil nailing method consists of two key elements: soil nails and facing. Also,

connection components and a drainage system is required (FHWA, 2015). Figure 2.1

displays the typical elements in a soil nailing wall. The installation and element type

(nails, facing) is determined by whether the construction is temporary or permanent.

NS-EN 1997-1 (2004) defines a temporary constructions to have a lifespan of maximum

2 years, whereas permanent constructions have a lifespan that exceeds 2 years. The

latter has corrosion protection.

2.3.1. Soil Nail

A soil nail consists of a slender element (typically 30 mm to 40 mm in diameter),

grouting and corrosion protection. The slender element normally consists of steel.

Other materials include: glass fiber reinforced polymer nails (does not corrode) is

also sometimes used in underground constructions (Rüegger, 2011; Zenti et al., 2012);

moso bamboo, which can be used in temporary constructions (Dai et al., 2016); and

recycled plastic pins, which utilizes plastic and other waste materials (Sommers et al.,

2000). Tensile stresses are mobilized in the bar when the intact soil experiences lateral

movement and deformation; this can occur during the construction or throughout its

5



2.3 Constitutive Elements

Figure 2.1. Cross-section of a common soil nailing wall. Adapted from Porterfield
et al. (1994) by FHWA (2015)

service time.

The steel bars can be either hollow or solid. Hollow bars are patented systems

in which a drill bit is inserted for the drilling; it is subsequently left as part of the

reinforcement. Hollow bars are only used in temporary constructions due to concerns

6



2. Literature Review

of the corrosion protection consistency. Solid bars are inserted in stable drill holes

together with grout (Rüegger, 2011).

The grout, which normally has a water-cement ratio of 0.35–0.50, has three func-

tions (Rüegger, 2011; FHWA, 2015):

- Transfer shear stresses between the deforming soil and bar

- Transfer tensile stresses from the bar to the surrounding stable soil

- Provide some corrosion protection to the bar

Corrosion protection – beyond grouting – is provided by chemical and/or physical

elements. The degree of required corrosion protection depends on the soil composition

and planned lifetime of the construction (FHWA, 2015).

2.3.2. Facing

The facing is a fundamental element of a soil-nail system. It retains the surface and

its proximity by giving lateral confinement to the retained soil between the nail plates.

Moreover, it protects the ground from surface erosion and weathering effects. The

facing must be continuous, fit the irregularities of the surface, and be able to with-

stand ground displacement during excavation (Juran, 1987). There are three types of

facings: hard, flexible, and soft. They are selected on the basis of site constraints, and

environmental and aesthetic requirements (Giacon, 2012; NS-EN 14490, 2010).

A hard facing generally consists of sprayed concrete reinforced with steel mesh,

but it can also consist of cast-in-situ concrete or precast concrete; it is required for

a steep slope, but is seldom used in less steep slopes (Rogbeck et al., 2004; Giacon,

2012). A flexible structural facing commonly consists of coated metallic meshes that

are appropriately designed in conjunction with the head plate. Normally, the mesh is

coated (plastic) to improve its durability. The grid size is normally 8 x 8 cm2. One can

also use the same mesh type as used on rock slopes. Soft facings are temporary features

that hinder erosion and provide stability while vegetation is established. Geosynthetics

are commonly used materials and they should not be applied in slopes steeper than

30◦. Finally, if a slope or wall has shown long-term stability, or the slope angle is low,

then the facing may be omitted (Giacon, 2012).

2.3.3. Drainage

A soil nailing wall is designed to take light loads and it is therefore not designed to

take hydrostatic forces. Water, which may infiltrate the construction over time, should

be handled with strip drains. Also, it is important to control the infiltration of water

behind the wall during construction. This can be done by excavating a surface water
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2.4 The Construction Phase

interceptor ditch along the crest of the excavation – it is lined with concrete. Moreover,

this ditch prevents the flow of surface water over the face, thus preventing erosion and

subsequent instability in the construction (FHWA, 2015).

2.4. The Construction Phase

The construction of soil nailing for steep walls and natural slopes is outlined in Fig-

ure 2.2. It is a three step cyclical process that progresses downward before a final

facing is applied (FHWA, 2015). This is one of the main differences with respect to

reinforced soil, which progresses upwards (Rogbeck et al., 2004).

First, a 1 m to 2 m vertical section of the slope is excavated (Vaslestad, 2002;

Wentworth, 1998). As mentioned in Table 2.2, the exact excavation height depends on

the soil type. The soil cut must be able to remain unsupported until the nails have been

installed – normally one to two days (FHWA, 2015). In this period, it is important to

identify potential signs of instability, therein excessive deformation at the excavated

soil face and bulging. In cases where the cut fails to stand unsupported for the required

time period, a continuous berm should be employed to stabilize it. This will, however,

considerably increase the cost and installation time (Rogbeck et al., 2004). Moreover,

the excavated platform must be wide enough to allow for the equipment to safely

install the nails (FHWA, 2015). For conventional earth-moving equipment to be used,

the platform should be on the order of 10m; track drills can work on benches as narrow

as 5m and headroom clearance as low as 3m (Rogbeck et al., 2004).

Thereafter, the nails are installed in a row with appropriate length and an angle

of 10◦ to 20◦ downwards to prevent the grout from leaking out of the hole and to

guarantee continuous grouting (Vaslestad, 2002; Wentworth, 1998; Rüegger, 2011). If

hollow bars are applied, the injection of grouting occurs simultaneously to the nail

insertion. Otherwise, a tremie grout pipe is inserted in the drill hole, along with

the steel bar, in which grout fills the hollow simply by gravity or low pressure (up

to 50kPa). Normally, the drill holes remain unsupported (FHWA, 2015). The two

principal installation methods are: (1) inserting the nails in pre-drilled holes – drilled

and grouted – and (2) drive them into the soil – driven. For the drilled installation

method, a nail can be installed into the ground by using rotary or rotary-percussive

drilling methods. For a driven installation method, jacking, screwing, percussive,

vibratory or ballistic action can be used to drive a nail into the ground (NS-EN 14490,

2010); it allows for a rapid installation, but is limited to loser soils without boulder.

Also, it can not provide good corrosion protection and it is limited to bars with a

length of about 20m (Juran, 1987). Failure or damage to nearby structures can occur

when it is applied in denser soils and it can only be used in temporary constructions

(Lazarte et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2013). Furthermore, there are three less used, patented

8



2. Literature Review

Figure 2.2. Construction sequence of soil nailing. Adapted from (Porterfield et al.,
1994) by (FHWA, 2015)

nail installation techniques: self-drilling, jet-grouted, and launched soil nails. None of

these are used in FHWA projects (Lazarte et al., 2003). In Switzerland, self-drilling

nails are used for temporary constructions; it uses pressurized water or air, which is

injected through a hollow nail, to drill the hole. Subsequently, the hole is used for

injecting grout. The grout can also be used directly to drill the hole (Rüegger, 2011).

Strip drains are installed on the excavation surface, from the excavation top and

down to slightly below the excavation bottom. They are placed between the soil nails

and can be extended by simply unrolling them further in the next excavation step

9



2.5 Design and Analysis

(FHWA, 2015).

Finally, the facing is installed. There are two types of facings in the construction

phase: initial shotcrete facing and the final facing, which is applied when the con-

struction is finalized (FHWA, 2015; Vaslestad, 2002). It is common to use shotcrete

for the initial facing of permanent constructions, whereas temporary constructions of-

ten have geonet and an erosion preventing fabric such as geogrid; these protect the

cut face from erosion and local sloughing (Vaslestad, 2002; Trafikverket, 2013; Went-

worth, 1998). FHWA (2015) suggests that a 10cm shotcrete layer is applied, with a

welded-wire-mesh that is placed in the shotcrete center – perpendicular to the short

axis.

The execution order is site specific. For example, the shotcrete facing may be

installed before the nails if there is a risk that the soil fails due to the cut (FHWA,

2015). If a continuous berm is employed, then the nails are installed and grouted

through the berm. The berm is subsequently removed and the shotcrete is applied

(Lazarte et al., 2003).

2.5. Design and Analysis

The soil has a tendency to fail by shearing because the slope is unconfined; the air

in front of the face has practically no pressure. An active and passive zone is created

in the slope as a result of lateral pressure, which is created by the self-weight of the

unconfined slope. The soil nails connect the active- and passive zones (Figure 2.3).

The nails experience axial and lateral strains as a result of lateral soil movement in

the active zone (Pun and Urciuoli, 2008).

Several methods are currently used for the design of a soil-nail retaining system, in

which some have been specifically developed for soil-nail systems. The most common

approach is limit equilibrium methods (LEMs) (Xanthakos et al., 1994). Further, the

literature on FEMs in the design of soil nailing systems are growing (Rawat and Gupta,

2016; Zhang et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2011). It should be designed with concerns of

the ability of the nail to (NS-EN 14490, 2010):

- sustain the required design load (strength/stability)

- limit displacement (serviceability)

- sustain these criteria throughout the specified period of its design life (durability)

- the proposed lengths and spacing of the nails should be adjusted until a satisfactory

value can be achieved

Global slope stability, internal soil nail failure (bar and/or face plate), and the

external facing are the three principal stability analysis to be conducted (Byrne et al.,
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Figure 2.3. Load transfer mechanism of soil nailing retaining structures (Pun and
Urciuoli, 2008)

1996). Moreover, the cost and environmental impacts of the design are paramount

for the chosen design (Rogbeck et al., 2004). When nails are installed, the resisting

force is increased with respect to the driving force of the soil mass in the failure zone.

Despite the ability of soil nails to resist bending and shear force in the slope, only

tensile forces are considered in the design as the contribution from shear and bending

can be neglected (Prashant and Mukherjee, 2010; Rogbeck et al., 2004).

A number of uncertainties must be addressed in the design of a soil nailing sys-

tem: (1) material dimensions and location; (2) material properties (mechanical and

physical); (3) long-term material performance; (4) failure modes of structures; (5)

methods used to analyze loads and evaluate load distribution; (6) methods used to

predict structural response; (7) potential changes over time that are associated with

the structural function; (8) spatial variability of subsurface conditions; and (9) intrin-

sic errors (Liu, 2014). Rogbeck et al. (2004) suggests that the following are addressed

when a soil nailing system is considered:

1. Determine the length, type and spacing of soil nails

2. Compare expected displacement with accepted displacement

3. Designing the facing

4. Designing the drainage

11



2.5 Design and Analysis

5. Consider the nails and facing durability requirements

6. Consider the structures adaption to the environment

It is important to consider the groundwater and surface water situation at the

site; neglecting this may lead to failure of the structure. Furthermore, the soil type,

wall geometry, soil nail system and load are important for the design choice. There are

three loads that should be considered in a soil nailing design (Rogbeck et al., 2004):

- Permanent action

- Variable action

- Dynamic load

2.5.1. Preliminary design

Bruce and Jewell (1986) defined four dimensionless parameters that can be used to

compare the design of different projects:

1. The overall geometry of the structure,

Length Ratio =
L

H
(2.1)

where L is the maximum nail length and H is the height of the excavation.

2. The available nail surface that can bound with the soil,

Bond Ratio =
(dhole) · L
SV · SH

(2.2)

where dhole is the hole diameter and SV · SH is the nail spacing.

3. The strength of the nail arrangement,

Strength Ratio =
(d)2bar
SV · SH

(2.3)

where (d)2bar is the nail diameter.

4. The outward movement of the top of the excavation,

Performance Ratio =
δhorizontal

H
(2.4)
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Table 2.3. Empirical length ratio and area of facing per drilled and grouted soil nail for various soils, slope angles and facing (Phear
et al., 2005)

Soil type
Slope angle

to horizontal (degree)

Length

ratio

Area per

nail (m2)
Source

Soft

facing

Glacial till about 30 0.9–1.2 0.5–2.3 (Urwin, 2001)

Poorly compacted

cohesive fill over

glacial till

28 0.9–1.25 5.8 (Martin, 1997)

High plasticity clay 24 1.38 2.4 (Johnson et al., 2002)

Flexible

facing

Silty clay and clayey

sand
70 0.63–1.1 2.3–2.9 (Pedley and Pugh, 1995)

Marl 68 2.2 1.0 (Johnson et al., 2002)

Firm to stiff sandy clay 68 1.3 2.25 (Johnson et al., 2002)

High-plasticity clay 57 1.0 0.8–1.5 (Johnson et al., 2002)

Hard

facing

Weakly cemented granular

soils
70–90 0.5–0.8 1.5–2.8 (Bruce and Jewell, 1986)

Weathered schists, shales

and mudstone
75–80 0.55–0.75 2.0–2.3 (Bruce and Jewell, 1986)

Moraines and marl 70–90 0.5–1.0 2.4–6.0 (Bruce and Jewell, 1986)

Sandy clays and silty

sands (temporary

construction)

80 1.0 0.7 (Pedley, 2000)

Clayey sand fill over firm

sandy clay/silty sand

(temporary construction)

70 1.0 1.0 (Pedley, 2000)
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2.5 Design and Analysis

where δhorizontal is the outward movement at the top of the soil nailing wall.

Table 2.3 summarizes the empirical work of several authors on the length ratio

and area of facing per drilled and grouted soil nail for various soils, slope angles and

facing.

Table 2.4 shows empirical data for near vertical excavations (>80◦). The driven

nails bond on a larger surface area. Shorter nail length is therefore required to obtain

the same global factor of safety (FSG) (Bruce and Jewell, 1986). The inclination of

the terrain that lies behind the facing is the most influential parameter on the slope

stability. The nail lengths must be increased by up to 1.2H when there is a gentle slope

behind the facing. Also, a gentler wall requires shorter nails. Finally, the installation

inclination of the nails has little effect on the nail length (Vaslestad, 2002).

Stocker and Riedinger (1990) made the following conclusions (Vaslestad, 2002;

Wentworth, 1998; Lazarte et al., 2003):

- The reinforced soil zone behaves in a similar manner as a gravity wall

- Nail spacing is normally 1.5 m for drilled nails and 1.0 m to 1.2 m for driven nails

- Nail length is normally 0.5 to 0.8 times the wall height, which corresponds with the

results of Bruce and Jewell (1986) (Table 2.4)

- The earth pressure on the facing is typically 0.4 to 0.7 times the active soil pressure

and is distributed uniformly

- A soil nail construction can take dynamic load

Table 2.4. Empirical data for the dimensionless parameters (Bruce and Jewell,
1986). The driven data are for granular soils

Drilled and Grouted

(sand and gravel)

Drilled and Grouted

(firm clay and moraine)
Driven

Length Ratio 0.5–0.8 0.5–1.0 0.5–0.6

Bond Ratio 0.3–0.6 0.15–0.20 0.6–1.1

Strength Ratio (10−3) 0.4–0.8 0.1–0.25 1.3–1.9

Performance Ratio .001–.003 0.001–0.003 No data

2.5.2. Failure Modes

Failure modes, which can be expected in a soil-nail retaining system, can be grouped

into external-, internal, and facing failure (Byrne et al., 1996).
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External failure refers to the development of a potential failure surface that either

passes through or behind the soil-nails; the soil nailed mass is commonly treated as a

block. Figure 2.4a-c shows three principal external failure modes: global-, sliding-, and

bearing stability failure. In global stability failure, the slip surface passes behind and

beneath the wall (Figure 2.4a). Sliding stability failure may occur when the lateral

earth pressures, which is mobilized by the excavation, exceed the sliding resistance

along the base. Bearing capacity failure is rare; it is associated with excavations in

fine-grained, soft soils (Lazarte et al., 2003).

Figure 2.4. Principal Modes of Failure of Soil Nail Wall Systems (Lazarte et al.,
2003)

Internal failure occurs in the load-transfer mechanism between the soil, nail, and

grout. There are, as outlined in Figure 2.4, different internal failure modes. The

realization of these depend on the tensile strength and length of the nail, bond strength,
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and bond stress distribution. Nail-soil pull-out failure occurs along the soil-grout

interface when the intrinsic bond strength and/or soil length are insufficient; this

is the primary internal failure mode (Lazarte et al., 2003). Failure can also occur

on the bar-grout interface. This is mainly derived from mechanical interlocking of

grout between the nail bar surface and the protrusions (Figure 2.4e); this interlocking

provides significant resistance when threaded bars are applied; it is negligible in smooth

bars. Moreover, the nails can fail in tension (Figure 2.4f). This occurs if the tensile

strength is insufficient. The nails may also fail as a result of bending and/or shear

(Figure 2.4g), but the contribution of bending/shear is negligible under service load

conditions (Lazarte et al., 2003; Xanthakos et al., 1994; Zhou and Yin, 2008).

There are three common failure modes at the facing-nail head connection (Fig-

ure 2.4h-j): flexure-,punching shear-, and headed-stud tensile failure. Flexure failure

(Figure 2.4h) is related to excessive bending beyond the flexural capacity of the facing

and it should be considered separately for both temporary and permanent facings.

Punching shear failure occurs around the nails (Figure 2.4i). This failure mode should

be evaluated for both temporary and permanent facings. Headed-stud tensile failure

(Figure 2.4j) is only a concern for permanent facings (Lazarte et al., 2003).

2.5.3. Design Methods

The design of a soil-nail retaining system must consider the ultimate limit state and

serviceability limit state (Rogbeck et al., 2004). The former is related to the overall

stability of the soil-nail retaining system, and three groups of failure modes must

be considered. They must be considered separately, as there are no methods that

can evaluate the three categories together. The serviceability limit state refers to

conditions that threaten the normal and safe operation of the structure, which in the

context of soil nailing is excessive wall deformation (Lazarte et al., 2003).

Ultimate Limit State - External Failure (Global Stability)

Two dimensional LEMs are commonly used in the evaluation of the global stability of

soil-nail retaining systems. A multitude of methods have been developed, which tries

to answer either (or both) of the following two tasks (Lazarte et al., 2003):

- Calculate the critical (minimum) FSG of the sliding mass

- Determine the required force T in all nails that will yield a selected target safety

factor against global failure

Four LEMs were developed in the 70s, 80s, and early 90s for soil nailing: the Davis (and

modified Davis) method (Shen et al., 1981), the German method (Stocker et al., 1979),

the French method [(FHWA, 1993): english translation], and the Federal Highway
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Administration Method (FHWA, 1999). The assumptions of the German method,

Davis method (and modified Davis), and French method are outlined in Table 2.5. The

German and Davis methods consider only reinforcement axial force (Table 2.5), which

in part could be due to a beliefe that soil nails work only in tension – i.e. the shear

and bending forces can be neglected (Zhou and Yin, 2008). The French and Kinematic

methods consider both axial and shear forces (Table 2.5). Lazarte et al. (2003) argues

that differences in the geometry of the failure surface do not result in a significant

difference in the calculated FSG. However, Elias and Juran (1991) argues that the

Davis method yield a 15% lower FSG than the French method. Xanthakos et al.

(1994) argues that reasonable results can be obtained for all methods if appropriate

assumptions are made. Also, a method that uses a planar slip surface was developed

by Sheahan and Ho (2003).

Some authors have modified classical LEM methods – Janbu’s Generalized method

(JG), Janbu’s Simplified method (JS), Morgenstern-Price method (M-P), Bishop’s Sim-

plified method (BS), and Spencer’s method (SP) methods – to account for the reinforc-

ing nails that crosses the failure surfaces (Rogbeck et al., 2004; Prashant and Mukher-

jee, 2010; Cheng et al., 2008; Wan and Yue, 2004; Alsubal et al., 2017). These methods

take the tension and shearing capacities of the nail as well as the effect of their bending

stiffness into consideration (Juran, 1987). Table 2.6 outlines the main differences be-

tween the classical LEM methods of stability analysis. JS is insensitive to the assumed

location of nail forces. Therefore, Shiu et al. (2007) suggests that M-P or BS are used

in the analyses, since these methods are sensitive to the locations of nail forces. Also,

M-P, JG and SP can have any failure surface shape, whereas BS can only use a circular

slip surface.

Various potential failure surfaces are evaluated until the most critical surface is

found (Lazarte et al., 2003). The shape of the failure plane tends to be bi-linear if the

slope is steep, whereas a circular surface is more likely for a flat slope. Moreover, clay

tends to have a circular failure surface and it is bi-linear in frictional soils (Rogbeck

et al., 2004). Xanthakos et al. (1994) argues that the failure of a soil nailed wall will

be progressive, in which the failure initiates at the top of the wall and the top row

nails are pulled out; this fails to predict the behavior of nails in different rows as

they undergo deformation. To overcome this shortcoming of LEM, FEM and finite

difference method (FDM) can be applied (Hajialilue-Bonab and Razavi, 2015; Lazarte

et al., 2003).
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Table 2.5. Assumptions of different design methods (Elias and Juran, 1991)

French Method German Method Davis Method �Modified� Davis Kinematical Method

Analysis

Limit moment

Equilibrium

Global stability

Limit force

Equilibrium

Global stability

Limit force

Equilibrium

Global stability

Limit force

Equilibrium

Global stability

Working stress

Analysis

Local stability

Input material

properties

Soil parameters

(c, φ′) limit nail

forces

Bending stiffness

Soil parameters

(c, φ) lateral fric-

tion

Soil parameters

(c, φ′) limit nail

forces

Lateral friction

Soil parameters

(c, φ′) limit nail

forces

Lateral friction

Soil parameters

( c
γH

, φ′)

Non-dimensional

bending stiffness

parameter (N)

Nail force
Tension, shear,

moments
Tension Tension Tension

Tension, shear,

moments

Failure surface
Circular, any input

shape
Bilinear Parabolic Parabolic Log-spiral

Failure mechanisms Mixed 1 Pull-out Mixed Mixed Nonapplicable

Safety factors 2

Soil strength

F ′cFφ–
1.5

1 (residual shear

strength)
1.5 1 1

Pull-out resistance

F ′P
1.5 1.5 to 2 1.5 2 2
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Table 2.5 – continued from previous page

French Method German Method Davis Method �Modified� Davis Kinematical Method

Tension bending 3
Yield stress

Plastic moment
Yield stress Yield stress Yield stress

Yield stress

Plastic moment

Design output
GSF 4

CFS 5

GSF

CFS

GSF

CFS

GSF

CFS

GSF

CFS

Groundwater Yes No No No No

Soil stratification Yes No No No Yes

Leading Slope, any surcharge Slope surcharge Uniform surcharge
Slope, uniform sur-

charge
Slope

Structure geometry Any input geometry
Inclined facing

Vertical facing
Vertical facing

Inclined facing

Vertical facing

Inclined facing

Vertical facing

1Mixed failure mechanisms: limit-tension force in each nail is governed by either its pull-out resistance factored by the safety factor or the nail yield stress,
whichever is smaller.

2Definitions of safety factors used in this analysis:
For soil strength, F = c

cm
, Fφ = tan η

tanφm
; where c and φ are the soil cohesion and friction angle, respectively, while cm and φm are the soil cohesion and friction

angle mobilized along the potential sliding surface.
For nail pull-out resistance, Fp = f1

fm
and fm are the limit interface shear stress and the mobilized interface shear stress, respectively.

3Recommended limit nail force.
4GSF: Global safety factor.
5CFS: Critical failure surface.
6Present design capabilities.
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Table 2.6. The commonly used LEM’s (Duncan, 1996)

Method
Moment

Equilibrium

Force

Equilibrium

Inter-slice

Normal Force

Inter-slice

Shear Force

Moment

FS

Force

FS

Inter-slice

Force Function

Bishop’s Simplified Yes No Yes No Yes No No

Janbu’s Simplified No Yes Yes No No Yes No

Spencer Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Constant

Morgenstern-Price Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant Half-

Sine

Clipped-Sine

Trapezoidal

Specified
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The acceptable factor of safety for the global stability of the structure is deter-

mined by whether the structure should be temporary or permanent, service condition

during construction and in service, and whether the loading is static or seismic (Lazarte

et al., 2003).

Ultimate Limit State - Internal Failure

The pull-out strength of each soil nail must be determined in order to evaluate the

global stability (Zhou and Yin, 2008)

The performance of a soil-nail retaining structure can primarily be attributed to

pullout failure of the nails (Franzen, 1998; Babu and Singh, 2010; Juran, 1987), but

tensile failure should also be considered (Lazarte et al., 2003). Slippage between the

nail and grout can be disregarded due to relatively high-strength grout. Also, bending

and shear are disregarded in most design approaches (Prashant and Mukherjee, 2010).

The pullout capacity of a soil nail – in a cohesionless soil – is mainly dependent

on the roughness coefficient, surface area and normal stress (Franzen, 1998). Pullout

tests are carried out in order to verify the grout-ground bond stress and nail-head

punching capacity (Martin, 1997). Karlsson and Moritz (2014); Rogbeck et al. (2004)

describes the dimensioning for two cases: slopes less- and larger than 60◦. A critical

failure plane is assumed for the dimensioning; the lowest calculated safety factor is

used.

The dimensioning pullout capacity (rd) should be larger than the assumed pullout

capacity (tn) (Karlsson and Moritz, 2014):

tn ≤ rd (2.5)

The dimensioning pullout capacity is:

rd =
rk

γR · γRd
(2.6)

where γR is a partial factor for pullout capacity that is normally chosen to be 1.0 in

Sweden; γRd is a model factor that takes care of systematic errors and uncertainties

related to the method, which is chosen to be 1.5 for creep (ML-test) and 2.0 for short

time tests in Sweden (Karlsson and Moritz, 2014). rk is the characteristic pullout

capacity. It is defined as:

rk =
Rk

Lf
(2.7)
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where Lf is the anchoring length of the test nail; Rk is the characteristic carrying

capacity of the test nail and is the minimum of

Rk = min

{
Rmean/ξ1

Rmin/ξ2
(2.8)

where ξ1 and ξ2 are correlation coefficients that depends on the number of tests ; these

are given by Table 2.7.

The assumed pullout capacity is defined as:

tn = qs · θ (2.9)

Table 2.7. Correlation factor (ξ) for deriving the characteristic values from tested
nails (NS-EN 1997-1, 2004; Karlsson and Moritz, 2014)

ξ for n = 1 2 3 4 5

ξ1 1.40 1.30 1.20 1.10 1.00

ξ2 1.40 1.20 1.05 1.00 1.00

where qs is the bond strength of soil-nail interface and θ is the nail perimeter. The

bond strength of soil-nail interface is the paramount parameter with regards to pullout

failure (Babu and Singh, 2010). It is controlled by the soil type, soil conditions and

the nail installation method, which includes the drilling method, grouting procedure,

grout nature and -injection type (Lazarte et al., 2003; Prashant and Mukherjee, 2010).

In the absence of qs, its value can be either estimated from a table or empirical formula.

Table 2.8 can be used in the estimation of the mobilized bond strength for grouted nails.

For driven nails, it is expected to be 30 kN/m2 to 100 kN/m2 (Moritz and Karlsson,

2014). Finally, in Hong Kong the bond strength is estimated by c+(γ ·hj+Q)·tan(2
3
φ′),

where c is the cohesion, γ is the unit weight of soil, hj is the depth of j-th nail from

ground surface, Q is the surcharge acting on the slope, and φ′ is the friction angle

(GEO, 2005).

Table 2.8. Estimation of mobilized bond strength of soil–nail interface for grouted
soil nails (Moritz and Karlsson, 2014)

Soil Bond strength kN/m2

Silt 50–100

Sand 100–150

Gravel 150–200
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Slopes greater than 60 degrees

The mobilized bearing capacity for a soil nail in the passive zone (Tn,i) in each soil nail

is

Tn,i = min

{
Tn,i

Td
(2.10)

where Tn,i (right-hand side) is defined as

Tn,i = tn · Lp;i (2.11)

when the condition in Equation (2.5) is satisfied. Td is defined as:

Td =
0.5 · Fyk
γM

(2.12)

where Lp;i is the length of a soil nail in the passive zone and Fyk is the tensile strength;

γM is a material partial factor, which in the case of steel is 1.0 (NS-EN 1997-1, 2004).

The nail tensile forces for the reinforcement emerging out from the base of the

ith slice is:

Tni
=

n∑
i=1

Tn,i

sH
(2.13)

where sH is the horizontal spacing between the nails.

Slopes equal to or less than 60 degrees

For a slope that is ≤60◦, Tn,i is replaced with the lowest value of pullout capacity for

a soil nail in the passive zone (Tnp), pullout capacity for a soil nail in the active zone

(Tna), and Td in Equation (2.13) to find the nail tensile forces for the reinforcement

emerging out from the base of the ith slice. The Tnp and Tna are defined as

Tnp = qs · θ · Lp (2.14)

and

Tna = qs · θ · La + Ty (2.15)

where Lp and La are the length of a soil nail in the passive zone and length of a soil

nail in the active zone respectively. Ty is the lowest value of the load carrying capacity

of the mounting and facings, which is zero when the facing is omitted (Moritz and
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Karlsson, 2014).

The facing can be considered dimensioning if the construction is permanent. The

force on the facing consist of a vertical earth pressure, p, and Moritz and Karlsson

(2014) suggests that it is calculated as

p = 0.85 ·KA · (γG,g ·H · γ · 0.5 + γQ,g · qT ) (2.16)

whereas SVV (2014) estimate it as

p =
S0

sH
· sV (2.17a)

S0 = (0.5 +
s− 0.5

5
· Td when 1 ≤ s ≤ 3m (2.17b)

S0 = 0.6 · Td when s ≤ 1m (2.17c)

S0 = 1 · Td when s ≥ 3m (2.17d)

where KA is the active earth pressure coefficient, γG,g is the partial coefficient for

permanent geotechnical load, γQ,g is the partial coefficient for variable geotechnical

load, qT is the traffic load for partial safety analysis, and s is the largest value of sH

and sV respectively.
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When the geotechnical engineer has limited data, it is important to make good esti-

mations of unknown soil parameters. It is therefore important to know the sensitivity

of these. global factor of safety (FSG) of a soil nailing design can be estimated by

analytical methods.

The importance of intrinsic soil parameters can be determined with a range of

statistical approaches and also with different soil stability methods; the general work-

flow is outlined in Figure 3.1. The FSG can be solved for by applying a finite element

method (FEM) or a limit equilibrium method (LEM), and the spread of the soil param-

eters can be estimated with a probability distribution function.

Populate	soil	
parameters	

Evaluate	sensi1vity	
of	soil	parameters	Calculate	FSG	

When 
satisfied 

Repeat until 
satisfied 

Figure 3.1. General workflow

3.1. Solving for the Global Safety Factor

LEMs are commonly applied in the estimation of FSG for a slope due to their ability

to detect FSG below 1.0 FEM is limited to the estimation of FSG greater than 1.0 ,

because the soil body will fail when FSG is less than 1.0 (Duncan, 1996). Also, a FEM

model is not practical in the application of a sensitivity analysis. Extensive sensitivity

analysis can, on the contrary, be readily implemented with LEMs.
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There are LEMs that have been specifically derived for soil nailing design: Davis,

French, German and FHWA methods Xanthakos et al. (1994). There is, however, little

evidence from the literature that support present usage of these. Classical LEMs are

instead applied.

The most common methods include the Morgenstern–Price-, Janbu’s Simplified-

, Spencer’s-, and Bishop’s Simplified Method (Duncan et al., 2014). Lazarte et al.

(2003) and others argue that the soil of a slope must have some cohesion in order for

soil nailing to be implemented in its stability design. In a cohesive soil, it is common for

the slip surface to be circular (Duncan et al., 2014). Therefore, the Bishop’s Simplified

Method is a suitable method.

3.1.1. Simplified Bishop’s Method

Bishop’s Simplified method (BS), sometimes referred to as Bishop’s Modified method,

is a limit equilibrium method that applies slices in the calculation of FSG (Figure 3.2a).

It is derived from the exact method of slices and considers the interslice normal forces;

it assumes that there are no interslice shear forces. Moreover, it satisfies moment

equilibrium for FSG and vertical force equilibrium for the normal force (Bishop, 1955).

The method gives accurate computations of the FSG when the slip surface is circular

– an important assumption (Duncan, 1996); this means that one should apply another

method if the expected slip surface geometry is different. However, for the purpose

of studying the sensitivity of soil parameters, it is sufficient to apply the Simplified

Bishop’s method.

b 

h 

W 

Q 

Tn 
Sm 

N 

λ 

δ 
β 

α 

a) b) 

Figure 3.2. a) Method of slices. b) Free-body diagram for Bishop’s Simplified method
– with soil nails

It is assumed that the failure occurs in the slope toe, as indicated in Figure 3.2a;
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it can occur elsewhere, but it would be considerably more computational and complex

to find FSG without this delimitation. Besides, the research objective is to find the

sensitivity of the intrinsic soil parameters, which means that the exact value of FSG

is of less importance. It is therefore viable to assume failure through the slope toe.

The free-body diagram in Figure 3.2b shows the forces that are considered in the

Bishop’s Simplified method for a soil nailing design. The forces that are indicated in

black in Figure 3.2b are applied in the general case – above the groundwater table –

in which the equation is (Bishop, 1955):

FSG =

n∑
i=1

C +N · tanφ

n∑
i=1

A1 −
n∑
i=1

A2 +
n∑
i=1

A3

(3.1)

where C is the length of the base of slice i times cohesion and the reminding notations

are defined as:

N =
1

mα

·
[
Wi · (1 − kv) −

C sinαi
FSG

+Qi cos δi

]
(3.2a)

mα = cosαi ·
(

1 +
tanαi tanφ′

FSG

)
(3.2b)

A1 = [Wi · (1 − kv) +Qi cos δi] · sinαi (3.2c)

A2 = (Qi sin δi) · (R cosαi −
hi
R

) (3.2d)

A3 = δiWi · (cosαi −
h

R
) (3.2e)

where Wi is the weight of slice i , kv is the vertical seismic coefficient, αi is the angle

of a tangent line along the base of slice i , Qi is the surcharge acting on slice i , δi is

the angle of surcharge acting on slice i , φ′ is the friction angle, R is the radius of the

slip circle, hi is the average height of slice i , δi is the horizontal seismic coefficient and

δi is the surcharge acting on the slope.

Figure 3.3 displays the workflow of calculating the critical FSG with Bishop’s

Simplified method. Initially, an arbitrary slip plane is chosen for which an initial guess
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is made for FSG on the right-hand side of Equation (3.1) – these are reflected through

the notations in Equations (3.2a) to (3.2b). An educated guess can be made for the

first iteration with the Fellenius Method; it normally underestimates the FSG by 5 %

to 20 % (Duncan et al., 2014). Then, FSG on the left-hand side of Equation (3.1)

takes the value of the calculated FSG on the right-hand side, which is increased in

even increments until FSGleft
= FSGright

. The process is repeated n times with other

slip planes until the required slip planes have been calculated; the critical slip plane is

the minimum FSG that was calculated.

Choose	
arbitrary	slip	

plane	

Guess	ini2al	
FSright	

Guess new 
      FSright No 

Computed	FS	
for	the	

respec2ve	
slip	plane	

Fsle;	takes	the	
value	of	Fsright	

Yes 

Cri2cal	slip	
plane	 Choose slip  

plane with 
min. FS 

Fsright	=	Fsle;?	

Figure 3.3. Workflow for Bishop’s Simplified method

A systematic process of finding the slip surface is applied. It implies that the

center of the slip surfaces are gradually changed in a systematic pattern where the

radius and angle of the center point (relative to the toe) is varied.

This is less complex than the method used in professional softwares, which initially

picks a pseudo-random center of a slip surface; thereafter, it searches for the lowest

FSG at the nearby points; the process is repeated for this, and subsequent, points

until the critical FSG is found. The advantage of this method lies in its computational

effectiveness, but there may be a critical FSG that was overlooked by the algorithm

(Samtani and Nowatzki, 2006). Also, the method is more complex to code.

A modified version of Bishop’s Simplified method is found in Prashant and

Mukherjee (2010) for the calculation of FSG for a slope nailing design:

FSG =

n∑
i=1

C +N · tanφ

n∑
i=1

A1 −
n∑
i=1

A2 +
n∑
i=1

A3 −
n∑
i=1

A5

(3.3)
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where N is defined as

N =
1

mα

·
[
Wi · (1 − kv) −

C sinαi
FSG

+Qi cos δi + Tni
sinλj

]
(3.4)

and

A5 = Tni
cos(αi + λj) (3.5)

Tni
is nail tensile forces for the reinforcement emerging out from the base of the ith

slice and λj is nail inclination of jth nail.

The seismic coefficient were neglected in the Python script (Appendix A), since

only the soil parameters are of importance.

3.2. Soil Types

Three different soils have been analyzed: clayey sand, silty sand, poorly sorted sand,

and well sorted sand. The dry unit weight is used as input, since it is important

that the soil nailing design is above the groundwater table (Lazarte et al., 2003). Its

extreme values are, together with the friction angles, taken from (SN 670 010b, 1999).

True cohesion generally lacks in sands as it is either formed by electrostatic forces in

fine soils or due to cementation (Das, 2013). However, it is required that the soil has

some cohesion (Lazarte et al., 2003). There may be some apparent cohesion in soil due

to traces of water, and cohesion is a soil parameters that is included in the Bishop’s

Simplified method (Das, 2013). Therefore, the cohesion has been set to the range

0 kPa to 2 kPa (Nishimura et al., 2009). Table 3.1 gives an overview of the selected

ranges for the four soil types.

Table 3.1. Chosen input values for the soil parameters in Bishop’s Simplified
method. Data from SN 670 010b (1999)

Soil type
Dry unit weight

[kN/m3]

Friction angle

[◦]

Cohesion

[kN/m3]

Clayey sand 18.5–20.0 30–40 0–2

Poorly sorted sand 18.0–21.5 30–39 0–2

Well sorted sand 18.0–22.5 33–43 0–2
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3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

3.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis can be divided into three main categories: local sensitivity analysis,

global sensitivity analysis and screening methods. One parameter is changed at the time

in a local sensitivity model, whereas the others are held constant (Nguyen and Reiter,

2015). In a global sensitivity model, the significance of one parameter is evaluated by

varying the remaining parameters as well – it is the study of how the uncertainty in the

output of a model can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model

input (Saltelli et al., 2008) The screening methods are more complex; they evaluate

the significance of each input parameter and subsequently evaluate a sensitivity index

by taking the partial derivatives at different points in the input space (Nguyen and

Reiter, 2015).

There are two types of global sensitivity analysis of importance: regression-based

- and variance-based sensitivity analysis (Saltelli et al., 2008).

In the regression-based sensitivity analysis, the evaluated parameters are plotted

as a scatter plot with a fitted linear regression. For the result to be viable, the data

set should portray a linear relation (Saltelli et al., 2008).

A parameter sensitivity can also be found by measuring the variance in the output

value that is caused by the change in input value (Sobol, 2001)

3.3.1. Monte Carlo Simulation

A Monte Carlo simulation applies (pseudo-)random numbers to generate the spread

of parameters (Binder, 1986). A computer is normally applied as the method requires

a large number of computations. It evolved as a method to solve stochastic problems,

which has a large amount of uncertainty. However, it is increasingly applied to de-

terministic problems (Kroese et al., 2014). A soil nailing design is to a large extent

deterministic, because the paramount parameters can be determined. For the subse-

quent generation of results to be viable, it is important to know the range that the

input values lies within (Binder, 1986).

The implementation of Monte Carlo in Python for this specific task is sim-

ple; Bishop’s Method was ran 700 times with a slight change to the input param-

eters.Malkawi et al. (2000) found that 700 iterations were necessary for LEMs on

natural slopes. There are two different approaches to run the iterations in Python.

First, one can use pseudo-random numbers that is taken from a Gaussian dis-

tribution within the defined range, but it assumes that most of the values lies in the

mid-section of the range (Figure 3.4b). This is a good approach for a stochastic model,

where the extremities are rare. This method takes the values from a continuous range.

In soils, the value for any given parameter might as well lie in the extremities as
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3. Methodology

in the middle. This can be solved by applying a uniform distribution (Figure 3.4b).

Unlike the aforementioned function, it chooses the values completely random from a

discrete range (SN 670 010b, 1999).
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Figure 3.4. a) Gaussian distribution. b) Uniform distribution
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4
Results

This chapter summarizes the results from the Monte Carlo simulation that was run

on the Bishop’s Simplified method (BS). The global sensitivity of the internal friction

angle, cohesion and dry unit weight was evaluated for three materials (well sorted

sand, poorly sorted sand and clayey sand) at three different slope angles – 90◦, 70◦

and 60◦.

Here, the results from the clayey sand is reported in the text, while the remaining

results for the other soil materials are reported in Appendix B. It is the trend that is

of interest, so the data has been normalized. The values for the global factor of safety

(FSG), internal friction angle and dry unit weight have been divided by the minimum

value of the respective parameter for the given slope angle and soil material; the same

is true for FSG. For cohesion, it was divided by the maximum value.

For the clayey sand, Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show that, in general, the FSG increases

with increasing internal friction angle or cohesion, whereas the FSG decreases with

increasing dry unit weight. The variability in FSG (y-axis) is, for a given value in

the x-axis, lower for the friction angle than for cohesion and dry unit weight. The

variability is slightly larger for dry unit weight than for cohesion. Moreover, the same

result is observed for all slope angles. Finally, both of the approaches to randomness

yielded the same outcome.

Figures B.1 to B.15 in Appendix B display the same result for poorly sorted sand

as well as for well sorted sand (Figures B.19 to B.33 in Appendix B) as that of the

clayey sand in Figures 4.1 to 4.15.

It can be seen from Figures 4.1 to 4.3 and the figures in Appendix B that the

variability of global factor of safety (FSG) is fairly uniform for all of the given pa-

rameters: e.g. the variability of global factor of safety (FSG) is 0.45 for a normalized

cohesion value of 0 in Figure B.26, whereas for a normalized cohesion value of 1.0 the

variability is also 0.45.
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Figure 4.1. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: normalized internal friction angle vs. nor-
malized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.2. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.3. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.4. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: internal friction angle vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.5. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.6. Slope angle 90◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.7. Slope angle 70◦, clayey sand: normalized internal friction angle vs. nor-
malized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.8. Slope angle 70◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.9. Slope angle 70◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.10. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized internal friction angle - uni-
form distribution
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Figure 4.11. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.12. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.13. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized internal friction angle vs.
normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.14. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.15. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.16. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized internal friction angle vs.
normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.17. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized global
factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure 4.18. Slope angle 60◦, clayey sand: normalized dry unit weight vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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5
Discussion

It is paramount to understand the sensitivity of parameters that are used in the design

of a geotechnical construction. Soil nailing is a relatively new method of supporting

slopes. The initial part of this chapter presents established knowledge on the topic and

afterwards the results from this thesis is put into context with the existing research.

It is important to emphasize that it is the sensitivity of the parameters in the

equation that is evaluated – not the sensitivity of the parameters in nature. Assump-

tions must be made to solve for the stability of a slope. Bishop’s Simplified method

(BS) method is therefore an approximation and other approximations to the global

factor of safety (FSG) can be made (e.g. Morgenstern-Price method [M-P]), which

would yield a different sensitivity of the same parameters.

The sensitivity of the parameters in the equation can, however, closely resemble

the sensitivity of the parameters in nature if the equation in question is a sound

approximation. This leads to the following question: what is a good approximation

for the FSG of a soil nailing design of a slope? In Chapter 3, it was established that

the soil must have cohesion in order for the soil nails to be installed, and cohesive soils

tend to have a circular slip surface. An important assumption of the BS is that the slip

surface is circular. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the obtained sensitivity

is in good accordance with the sensitivity of the parameters in nature.

5.1. Previous Studies

Agam et al. (2016) evaluated the sensitivity of cohesion, internal friction angle and

unit weight of a natural slope by the means of the Spencer’s method (SP) and Ordi-

nary method (OD). A local sensitivity approach was applied, which means that each of

the parameters were varied in constant increments between minimum and maximum

values, whereas the remaining two parameters were held constant at their mean value

while the parameter in question was altered. They showed that, in their case, the fric-

tion angle was the most sensitive parameter, followed by the cohesion. The sensitivity
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5.2 Contribution of this Thesis

of the unit weight was small. Also, there were no significant differences in the choice

between the SP and OD methods.

Also, it was shown by Malkawi et al. (2000) that, in terms of choosing a limit

equilibrium method (LEM) for a sensitivity study on a natural slope, there is negligible

differences in the obtained sensitivity of the three parameters. They studied the local

sensitivity of cohesion, internal friction angle and unit weight of a sand with the

following methods: OD, Janbu’s Simplified method (JS), Spencer’s method (SP) and

BS. Each parameter was evaluated in five points and gave results that are in good

accordance with each other.

Mohamed (2010) ran a sensitivity study on soil nailing. The analysis were car-

ried out with finite element method (FEM) for sandy materials. It evaluated the global

safety factor by first varying the nail inclination with fixed values for the soil param-

eters. Thereafter, the most optimal nail inclination, for the given case, was chosen

in the subsequent analysis. It was 10◦ to the horizontal, which corresponds well with

what is stated in Lazarte et al. (2003) – this is also used in this study. The sensitivity

of the internal friction angle was then evaluated with respect to FSG for different wall

height to maximum nail length ratios. The results showed that the sensitivity of FSG

with respect to the internal friction angle did not change when different ratios of nail

length to height of the wall was applied. It was reported that the internal friction an-

gle has a sensitivity of 0.025, which means that if the internal friction angle increases

by one, then FSG increases by 0.025. The importance of the parameter with respect

to other soil parameters was not evaluated and only three values were used for the

internal friction angle: 30◦, 35◦ and 40◦. Nonetheless, the data showed a good linear

fit despite having few data points.

5.2. Contribution of this Thesis

This thesis shows that the introduction of soil nails to a slope does not alter the

importance of intrinsic soil parameters. The internal friction angle is still the most

sensitive parameter in an altered version of BS. The cohesion and unit weight of

soil is considerably less sensitive than the internal friction angle; cohesion is slightly

more important than the unit weight of soil. Since the sensitivity of the intrinsic

soil parameters in a soil nailing design closely resembles that of a natural slope, it is

reasonable to expect that the choice of another method in the analysis of the sensitivity

in a soil nailing design would yield similar results – as shown by Malkawi et al. (2000)

and Agam et al. (2016).

The results from Mohamed (2010) shows a linear trend. Due to the time-

consumption in creating a FEM-model, that study alters the internal friction angle

only for three values. An advantage of this study is the simplicity; a global sensitivity
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analysis could be run on a large number of iterations. This study confirms the linear

trend that was observed by Mohamed (2010).

Furthermore, the chosen slope angles and soil material did not influence the re-

sults. A change in slope angle may influence the total weight of the sliding block.

Since groundwater should be absent in the construction, the weight is governed by the

dry unit weight – and the total volume of the sliding block. A larger slope angle gives

a larger volume of the block. This would, of course, increase the weight of the block

and decrease the FSG. However, the sensitivity of the dry unit weight is the same.

As seen in Table 3.1, the soil materials have similar value ranges for all three

parameters. Thus, it is natural for the outcome to be similar.

To conclude, the internal friction angle is the most sensitive parameter in a soil

nailing design. However, all of these studies apply homogeneous soils and it may

not be excluded that the order of the most sensitive parameter may be altered if

there are heterogeneous conditions. A further drawback of this thesis is that there

currently exists no study that compares the differences in sensitivity between different

LEMs for a soil nailing design. It is assumed that the study by Malkawi et al. (2000)

can be extrapolated to a soil nailing design. The same study also showed that 700

iterations is required to successfully run a Monte Carlo simulation of a natural soil

slope. Initially, it was tested with 200, 400, 700 and 1000 iterations for the modeled

script in Appendix A. It was found that 400 was insufficient for the simulation, whereas

700 iterations were adequate; this is in accordance with Malkawi et al. (2000).
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6
Conclusions

It is important to understand the sensitivity of parameters in a geotechnical design.

Bishop’s Simplified method (BS) was applied in a sensitivity analysis – using Monte

Carlo simulation – of the global safety factor in a soil nailing design. This approach

showed that, independent of the slope angle and type of soil material, the internal

friction angle is the most sensitive soil parameter with respect to the global safety

factor. Cohesion is more important than the unit weight of the soil, but both are con-

siderably less sensitive than the internal friction angle. These results are in agreement

with previous sensitivity studies for natural slopes.

There are several limit equilibrium method (LEM) than can be applied. Although

BS is a sound method, it could be an idea to investigate the sensitivity of the soil

parameters with the Morgenstern-Price method, as that one is generally considered

a better LEM. Malkawi et al. (2000) showed that for a natural slope, there are only

minor differences between the different LEM’s. However, this might not be the case

of a soil nailing design.

Also, this thesis only computed slip surfaces through the toe of the slope; an

extended sensitivity analysis could look at all of the possible circular slip surfaces that

can exist in a soil nailing design. However, running a Monte Carlo simulation on such

a script would be time-consuming.
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A
Python Code

A.1. Monte Carlo Simulation of Bishop’s Method – with Soil
Nails

import numpy as np

import math

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

def find_nearest(array ,value):

idx = np.searchsorted(array , value , side="left")

if idx > 0 and (idx == len(array) or math.fabs(value - array[

idx -1]) < math.fabs(value - array[idx])):

return array[idx -1]

else:

return array[idx]

def numpy_to_list(array , plist):

for item in array:

plist.append(item)

H = 5 #Slope height

back_slope_angle_degrees = 0 #Should be stable without nails (=

small)

back_slope_angle = math.radians(back_slope_angle_degrees)

slope_degree = 40

if slope_degree == 90: #Due to a bug in the drawing

slope_degree = 89.999999999999

slope_angle = math.radians(slope_degree) #slope angle in radians

H_x = H/math.tan(slope_angle) #Distance of H from origo

##Slip circle parameters ##

xmin = 0; ymin = 0

back_slope_x_distance = (H/math.tan(slope_angle))+4*H #This

should be more carefully adressed. Low values will give wrong

slice calculations for last slips when H is large.

points = 1000 #Number of points could be lower , but that may

result in an error. Check at the end!!

#Defining the surface: y-coordinate

slope_y = [0]

slope_y_points = np.linspace(0, H, points)

numpy_to_list(slope_y_points ,slope_y)
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back_slope_points_y = np.linspace(H, H + (math.tan(

back_slope_angle)*back_slope_x_distance), points)

numpy_to_list(back_slope_points_y , slope_y)

slope_x = [-(H/5)]

slope_x_points = np.linspace(xmin ,(H/math.tan(slope_angle)),

points)

numpy_to_list(slope_x_points , slope_x)

back_slope_points_x = np.linspace ((H/math.tan(slope_angle)),(H/

math.tan(slope_angle)) + back_slope_x_distance , points)

numpy_to_list(back_slope_points_x , slope_x)

slope_surface_x = [-(H/5), 0, (H/math.tan(slope_angle)), (H/math.

tan(slope_angle)) + back_slope_x_distance] #Used for drawing

purpose only

slope_surface_y = [0, 0, H, H + (math.tan(back_slope_angle)*

back_slope_x_distance)] #Used for drawing purpose only

#End of surface definition: y-coordinate

Q = 0#np.zeros(number_of_slices , dtype=int)

k_v = 0; k_h = 0

zeta = 0 #This should actually vary with each entry in the list Q

!!!!!!!

#Defining the slip surface

slip_surface_x = [xmin]; slip_surface_y = [ymin]

correlation_factor1 = [1.4, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1, 1.0];

correlation_factor2 = [1.4, 1.2, 1.05, 1, 1]

R_measured = [3000 ,2000 ,3000 ,5000]

R_k = min(np.mean(R_measured)/correlation_factor1[len(R_measured)

-1], min(R_measured)/correlation_factor2[len(R_measured) -1])

force = 80

nail_inclination = math.radians (10) #degrees

nail_length = 1.5*H #Empirical data shows a length ratio of 1 for

granular materials with 70 degree slopes , which is by far the

most common material in western Norway. However , gentler

slopes require shorter nail length

nail_max = H -0.762 #y-value

nail_min = (nail_max)/math.tan(slope_angle) #x-value

u = 0 #counter

nail_x = []; nail_y = []

nail_type = "Drilled" #or "Driven"

nail_perimeter = 0.5 #m

if nail_type == "Drilled":

nail_v_spacing = 1.5 #m

else:

nail_v_spacing = 1.1 #m This is for "Driven" nails

nail_h_spacing = 1 #m

num = 1000

while nail_max > 0.5:

nail_x_np = np.linspace(nail_min ,nail_min +(math.cos(

nail_inclination)*nail_length), num)

nail_y_np = np.linspace(nail_max ,nail_max -(math.sin(

nail_inclination)*nail_length), num)

x = []; y = []



numpy_to_list(nail_x_np , x); numpy_to_list(nail_y_np , y)

nail_x.append(x); nail_y.append(y)

nail_min = nail_min - (( nail_v_spacing) / math.tan(

slope_angle))

nail_max = nail_max - nail_v_spacing

u = u +1

##s = 0

##while s < len(nail_x): #Plotting

## plt.plot(nail_x[s],nail_y[s],color ="black", linewidth

=2) #Plots the nails

## s = s+1

Input_list = [’Random_Uniform_Well_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Random_Uniform_Poorly_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Random_Uniform_Clayey_Sands.csv’, ’

Random_Choice_Well_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Random_Choice_Poorly_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Random_Choice_Clayey_Sands.csv’]

Output_list = [’Output_Uniform_Well_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Output_Uniform_Poorly_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Output_Uniform_Clayey_Sands.csv’, ’

Output_Choice_Well_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Output_Choice_Poorly_Sorted_Sands.csv’, ’

Output_Choice_Clayey_Sands.csv’]

for item in Input_list:

G_list = []

cohesion_list = []

friction_angle_1_list = []

friction_angle_list = []

filepath = item

bull = Output_list[Input_list.index(item)]

print(item)

print(Output_list[Input_list.index(item)])

with open(filepath) as fp:

iteration = 0

while iteration < 200:

line = fp.readline ()

G_read ,cohesion_read ,friction_read = line.split(";")

friction_angle_1_read ,empty_space = friction_read.

split("\n")

G_read = float(G_read); cohesion_read = float(

cohesion_read); friction_angle_1_read = float(

friction_angle_1_read)

friction_angle_read = math.radians(

friction_angle_1_read)

G_list.append(G_read); cohesion_list.append(

cohesion_read); friction_angle_1_list.append(

friction_angle_1_read); friction_angle_list.append

(friction_angle_read)

iteration = iteration + 1

ite = 0

while ite < 200:

Lowest_FS_F = 10000 #Used for visualizing the lowest FS

in the end of the script

#Lowest_x = []

#Lowest_y = []



Lowest_FS_B = 10000

#Lowest_x_B = []

#Lowest_y_B = []

cohesion = cohesion_list[ite]

friction_angle = friction_angle_list[ite]

friction_angle_1 = friction_angle_1_list[ite]

G = G_list[ite] #Dry unit weight of soil kN/m3

#friction_angle = math.radians(friction_angle_1)

##print(G)

#

#G = 18.902968034558135

#cohesion = 1.4343000804348478

#friction_angle_1 = 40.66551566474547

friction_angle = math.radians(friction_angle_1)

#print(G); print(cohesion); print(friction_angle)

j = 0

R = 0.9*H # Radius of the slip circle

sensitivity = 1 #Increment of the radius , R

while R < (4*H):

theta1 = 130.0

while theta1 >= 90: #90 could be replaced with slope

degree if ya know what I mean

circle_center_x = math.cos(math.radians(theta1))*

R

circle_center_y = math.sin(math.radians(theta1))*

R

theta2 = 180 - 90 - (180 - theta1)

theta3 = theta2

slip_surface_x[j] = []

slip_surface_y[j] = []

i = 0

y = 0.0 #For some reason , y is seen as a list by

Python if I don’t specify here that it is a

float. That would make the program crash

while y <= H + (math.tan(back_slope_angle)*

back_slope_x_distance):

x = circle_center_x + math.sin(math.radians(

theta3))*R

y = circle_center_y - math.cos(math.radians(

theta3))*R

t = slope_y[slope_x.index(find_nearest(

slope_x , x))]

slip_surface_x[j]. append(x); slip_surface_y[j

]. append(y)

if y > t:

break

theta3 = theta3 + 2 #The slip surface is

ended when it intersects with the slope

surface

i = i+1

if y > circle_center_y:

R = R + sensitivity

continue



# plt.plot(slip_surface_x[j], slip_surface_y[j],

color="red", linestyle =" dashed", linewidth =0.5) #This

line draws this spesific slip surface

###End of slip surface

T = np.linspace (0,0, len(slip_surface_y[j]))

s = 0

anchored_nail_x = []; anchored_nail_y = [];

anchored_nail_length = []

nail_active_length = [] #Length in the active

zone: nail_length - anchored_nail_length

nail_slip_intersection = []; nsm1 = []; #ns = [];

ns1 = [] #What’s the purpose of nsm1 and ns1?

keyword = ""

while s < len(nail_x):

o = []; k = []

q = 0; n = 0; c = 0

while q < len(nail_x[s]):

z = slip_surface_x[j].index(find_nearest(

slip_surface_x[j], nail_x[s][q]))

if slip_surface_y[j][z] >= nail_y[s][q]:

if n == 0:

if nail_x[s][q] - slip_surface_x[

j][z] < 0.05:

T[slip_surface_y[j].index(

slip_surface_y[j][z])] =

force #This adds the nail

force at the nail -slip

intersection

# plt.plot(slip_surface_x[j][z

],slip_surface_y[j][z], ’bo ’) #This plots a dot at

the nail -slip intersection

n = n+1

o.append(nail_x[s][q]); k.append(

nail_y[s][q])

q = q+1

anchored_nail_x.append(o); anchored_nail_y.

append(k)

if len(anchored_nail_x[s]) > 0:

a = max(anchored_nail_x[s])-min(

anchored_nail_x[s])

b = max(anchored_nail_y[s])-min(

anchored_nail_y[s])

anchored_nail_length.append(math.sqrt((a

**2)+(b**2)))

nail_active_length.append(nail_length -

anchored_nail_length [0])

#plt.plot(anchored_nail_x[s],

anchored_nail_y[s], linewidth =5)

# plt.plot(anchored_nail_x[s],anchored_nail_y[

s],color ="black", linewidth =2)

s = s+1

##### The following lines generate the corner points

for the slices #####

## ##Start: Points on the slip surface ##

x_points = np.linspace (xmin ,x,len(slip_surface_x



[j])) #This line creates a number of evenly

distributed x-values on the basis of the

number of points. x is xmax and is found from

the previous loop

x_slice_points = [] #This array will store the

slip_surface_x values that are closest to the

arbitrary , evenly distributed x_points

y_slice_slip_points = []

## print(len(slip_surface_x[j])) #The bug with

slip surfaces outside of the soil can maybe be found

here

for item in slip_surface_x[j]:

x_slice_points.append(slip_surface_x[j]. index

(item))

i = 0; t = 0

##Points on the surface ##

y_slice_surface_points = []

e = 0

g = 0

while e < len(slip_surface_x[j]):

if slip_surface_x[j][e] <= H_x:

y_slice_surface_points.append(math.tan(

slope_angle)*slip_surface_x[j][e])

else:

y_slice_surface_points.append(H+(math.tan

(back_slope_angle)*( slip_surface_x[j][

e]-H_x)))

e = e + 1

#### ##### End: Point generation finished #####

#### ##### Start: Calculate slice areas and weight #####

i = 0

slice_width = [] #Width of each slice varies

slightly (but it is really insignificant)

slice_area = []; slice_height = []; slice_weight

= []; slice_base_angle = []; slice_base_length

= []; cohesion_fellenius = [];

weight_fellenius = [];

upper_fraction_fellenius = [];

lower_fraction_fellenius = []; sum_upper = 0;

sum_lower = 0

while i < len(y_slice_surface_points) -1: #Because

an area needs two points in the x- and y-

direction respectively.

slice_height.append(abs (((

y_slice_surface_points[i]+

y_slice_surface_points[i+1]) /2) -((

slip_surface_y[j][i]+ slip_surface_y[j][i

+1]) /2))) #This one is checked and it

makes sense

# print(" height: " + str(slice_height[i

]))

slice_width.append(slip_surface_x[j][i+1]-

slip_surface_x[j][i]) #There are some

differences between slice widths



# print ("width: " + str(slice_width[i])

)

slice_base_angle.append(math.atan((

slip_surface_y[j][i+1] - slip_surface_y[j

][i])/slice_width[i])) #This is now in

radians , which is the mode that Python

assumes for trigonometric functions

# print(slice_base_angle[i])

slice_base_length.append(slice_width[i]/math.

cos(slice_base_angle[i])) #New list. The

results make sense. The base length is

smallest for the narrow slip surfaces and

greater for the wider slip surfaces; there

are equal amount of points for each slip

surface

slice_area.append(slice_height[i]* slice_width

[i]) #The areas make sense; I checked the

total area and made a rough estimation

that fitted quite well

slice_weight.append(slice_area[i]*G) #It is

assumed that the depth is 1 m, which means

that the weight is equal to the area

times the unit weight

# rect = plt.Rectangle (( slip_surface_x[j][i],

slip_surface_y[j][i]), slice_width[i], slice_height[i

], linewidth =0.1, edgecolor=’b’, facecolor=’grey ’,

alpha =0.7) #This is used in the slice plotting

# plt.gca().add_patch(rect) #plots the slices

### FELLENIUS ’ METHOD: Simulation of an

initial FSg. It underestimate the FSg by

5 -20%###

cohesion_fellenius.append(cohesion*

slice_base_length[i])

weight_fellenius.append(slice_weight[i]*math.

cos(slice_base_angle[i])*math.tan(

friction_angle))

upper_fraction_fellenius.append(

cohesion_fellenius[i]+ weight_fellenius[i])

lower_fraction_fellenius.append(slice_weight[

i]*math.sin(slice_base_angle[i]))

sum_upper = sum_upper +

upper_fraction_fellenius[i]

sum_lower = sum_lower +

lower_fraction_fellenius[i]

i = i + 1

#print(" Upper: " + str(sum_upper))

#print(" Lower: " + str(sum_lower))

if sum_lower is not 0:

FSg_fellenius = sum_upper/sum_lower

#print(FSg_fellenius)

if FSg_fellenius > 4.5: #There ’s a bug in the

script that sometimes give an odd value

of magnitude 2 and 3, with the subsequent

value being in the high magnitude 1 to

high 2. I ran the program with maximum

values from the Monte Carlo script and



from this I decided to remove all values

above the given value.

theta1 = theta1 - 2

continue

if FSg_fellenius < Lowest_FS_F:

Lowest_FS_F = FSg_fellenius

# Lowest_x = slip_surface_x[j]

# Lowest_y = slip_surface_y[j]

i = 0

weight = 0

while i < len(slice_weight): #Why is this in a

separate loop? The code -lines seems to have no

effect

weight = weight + slice_weight[i]

i = i+1

## ##### End: Calculation of slice areas and weight

#####

#### ##### Start: Compute factor of safety by Bishop ’s

Simplified Method #####

FSg2 = round(FSg_fellenius , 2)

FSg = 0

# print(" Fellenius: " + str(FSg2))

while FSg is not FSg2:

i = 0

#print ("new try")

sum_N= 0; sum_A1 = 0; sum_A2 = 0; sum_A3 = 0;

sum_A4 = 0; cohesion_bishop = 0

m_alpha = []; N = []; A1 = []; A2 = []; A3 =

[]; A4 = []

while i < len(slip_surface_x[j]) - 1:

m_alpha.append(math.cos(slice_base_angle[

i]) *(1+((( math.tan(slice_base_angle[i

]))*(math.tan(friction_angle)))/FSg2))

) #There was an error in this line in

previous versions !!

cohesion_bishop = cohesion_bishop +

cohesion_fellenius[i]

N.append ((1/ m_alpha[i])*(( slice_weight[i

]*(1-k_v)) -(( cohesion_fellenius[i]*

math.sin(slice_base_angle[i])/FSg2)+(Q

*math.cos(zeta))+(T[i]*math.sin(

nail_inclination)))))

A1.append ((( slice_weight[i]*(1-k_v))+(Q*

math.cos(zeta)))*math.sin(

slice_base_angle[i]))

A2.append ((Q*math.sin(zeta))*((R*math.cos

(slice_base_angle[i])) -(slice_height[i

]/R)))

A3.append(k_h*slice_weight[i]*( math.cos(

slice_base_angle[i]) -(slice_height[i]/

R)))

A4.append(T[i]*math.cos(slice_base_angle[

i]+ nail_inclination))

sum_N = sum_N + N[i]



sum_A1 = sum_A1 + A1[i]

sum_A2 = sum_A2 + A2[i]

sum_A3 = sum_A3 + A3[i]

sum_A4 = sum_A4 + A4[i]

i = i + 1

if sum_A1 + sum_A4 == 0:

break

FSg = (cohesion_bishop + sum_N*math.tan(

friction_angle))/(sum_A1 -sum_A2+sum_A3 -

sum_A4)

#print(FSg)

FSg2 = FSg

#print(" FS_left: " + str(FSg))

# print (" FS_right: " + str(FSg2))

if FSg > 15 or FSg < FSg_fellenius:

FSg2 = FSg2 + 0.01

break

if round(FSg , 2) == round(FSg2 , 2):

if FSg < Lowest_FS_B and FSg > 0:

Lowest_FS_B = FSg

break

else:

FSg = round(FSg2 , 2)

FSg2 = FSg2 + 0.01

# print ("1. Bishop ’s: " + str(FSg))

# print()

# Lowest_x_B = slip_surface_x[j]

# Lowest_y_B = slip_surface_y[j]

##### End: Compute factor of safety by Bishop ’s

Simplified Method #####

# print ("2. Bishop ’s: " + str(FSg))

theta1 = theta1 - 1

R = R + sensitivity

# print()

# print(" Critical FS_G -- according to Fellenius ’ Method:

" + str(round(Lowest_FS_F , 2)))

# print (" Critical FS_G -- according to Bishop ’s Simplified

Method: " + str(Lowest_FS_B))

#plt.plot(Lowest_x , Lowest_y , color ="red",

linestyle =" dashed", linewidth =2)

#plt.plot(Lowest_x_B , Lowest_y_B , color =" yellow",

linestyle =" dashed", linewidth =2)

#plt.plot(slope_surface_x , slope_surface_y , color

=" brown")

#plt.show()

hs = open(bull ,"a")

hs.write(str(G) + ";" + str(cohesion) + ";" + str(

friction_angle_1) + ";" + str(Lowest_FS_F) +";" + str(

Lowest_FS_B))

hs.write("\n")



hs.close ()

##

print(str(ite + 1) + " out of 200: " + str(Lowest_FS_B))

ite = ite + 1

## iteration = iteration + 1



B
Data Results

B.0.1. Poorly Sorted Sand
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Figure B.1. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.2. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.3. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.4. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.5. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.6. Slope angle 90◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.7. Slope angle 70◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.8. Slope angle 70◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.9. Slope angle 70◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.10. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.11. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.12. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.13. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.14. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.15. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.16. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.17. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution
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Figure B.18. Slope angle 60◦: Poorly sorted sand - uniform distribution

B.0.2. Well Sorted Sand
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Figure B.19. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.20. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.21. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.22. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.23. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.24. Slope angle 90◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.25. Slope angle 70◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.26. Slope angle 70◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.27. Slope angle 70◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.28. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.29. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.30. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.31. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.32. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.33. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - Gaussian distribution
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Figure B.34. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized internal friction angle
vs. normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.35. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized cohesion vs. normalized
global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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Figure B.36. Slope angle 60◦, well sorted sand: normalized dry unit weight vs.
normalized global factor of safety - uniform distribution
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